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Chapter 1

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION*
AND ORIGINS

The foil-Owing is a description of the workshop, on the basis of
which the participants enrolled:

"Skills identified as most needed for successful work in urban
school districts will form the basis of this section. Included will be
consideration of skills and program planning for psychoeducational ther-
apy, dynamics of human relations, affective training, classroom consul-
tation, resource services to administration, inservice education, com-
mittee participation, uses of paraprofessionals, testing and diagnosis,
multidisciplinary team membership, and child advocacy in relationship to
one another within a total program of psychological services. Guidelines
and criteria will be developed. Direct experiencing in certain skill
areas mill be provided.

"It is anticipated that opportunity will be available for partici-
pants to take part in a joint meeting at the conclusion of the workshop
involving the Division 16 Corresponding Committee on Administrative Prob-
lems of.' Psychological Services in Large Urban School Districts, aligmented
by invited university trainers and state department certifiers to con-
sider haw the skills dealt with in the workshop might be developed during
pre-service and/or inservice training.

"Specifically, the workshop intends that participants recognize
skills needed for effective, comprehensive psychological services in urban
school districts, set personal plans in terms of these Skills, become
interpersonally and experientially involved in some of the skills areas,
and finally have an opportunity to rap with and among trainers, certi-
.fiers, and administrators regarding the how, when and why-not of the
development of these skills."

This workshop emerged out of Division 16's corresponding Committee
on Administrative Problems of Psychological Services in Large Urban
School Districts. At the American Psychological Association convention
in New Orleans in 1974, the Committee had its first face-to-face meeting
and at that time it raised the issue of its discontent with the skills
that newly trained psychologists were bringing to the job of school psy-
chology practice. It was decided then that the Committee would identifY
those skills that it felt were needed by practitioners on the staffs of
the various committee members. A number of ways to go about identifying
these skills were decided upon, one of those ways being the conducting of
this workshop.

* This description of the workshop appeared in the brochure announcing
the 20th Professional Institute of the Division of School Psychologists
of the American Psychological Association, 1975.
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The workshop, therefore, had been thought of as a workshop primarily
for administrators of school psychology services. It was thought that
these administrators would work face-to-face over a period of several
days to identify those skills they felt were needed. However, a review
of the list of enrollees indicated that the great majority were practi-
tioner psychologists. Therefore, the leaders had the dilemma of planning
to conduct a workshop that they had origtmlly conceived as one for admin-
istrators. The first thing that was done, therefore, was to gain same
clarification relative to where the focua of the workshop would be, in
view of the fact that most of the enrollees were practitioners. The work-
shop activities were described as focusing on identifying skills that
administrators would need to look for and to develop in their staffs
rather than the development in the workshop of particular skills, per se.
The workshop would further address itself to identifying possible solu-
tions to the problems that would be expected to emerge. This was done
at the first meeting and it was the consensus of the group that the work-
shop would not require any re-focusing.
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Chapter 2

DISCUSSION OF EXPECTED ON-TRE-JOB CAPABILITIES OF SCHOOL
PSYCHOLOGISTS IN RELATTON TO PRE-SERVICE TRAINING

All workshop participants proved to be members of large city school
systems or of school systems of moderate size with urban characteristics.
There were no participants whose work setting was exclusively rural.

A census of problems felt by the participants in the first session
revealed an intense concern about the role of the school psychologist as
a diagnostician and the concern for the image of school psychology as
stigmatized when the role of diagnostician is emphasized.

At the end of the introductory session the participants were given a
questionnaire to complete which would indicate those duties for which they,
as psychologists, felt completely unprepared by their university training
and those duties for which they felt only partially prepared. These they
were asked to bring to the first regUlar session of the workshop on the
following morning, which was devoted to diagnosis.

Diagnosis

Discussion of the responses to the previous evening's questionnaire
brought out the following concerns regarding the participants' own training.

Workshop members expressed concern for lack of depth in training pro-
_ vided by university training programs in the use of projective

techniques. They indicated that survey cqurses seemed to have
been the mode and had been really inadequate to equip them ini-
tially for diagnosis in the area of personality fUnctioning.

A number of participants felt that initially they had been poorly
trained for programming of children who have exceptional educa-
tion needs; for example, programming for children with specific
learning disabilities.

Members felt that the shift in diagnosis from unilateral to multi-
disciplinary assessment strained their skills in the uSe of data
and interpretation of such data coming in to the team from other
disciplines. It put upon the psychologist the need for greater
indepth examination of areas that relate to specific handicaps,
for example, the neuro-psychoeducational functions as compared
with the strictly educational skills diagnosis now frequently
done by an educational diagnostician on the team.

Participants expressed the need to develop expertise in the areas of
diagnOsis that in the past were not thoroughly utilized, which
is causing them to look at new areas where they need to conduct
diagnosis, for example, that of adaptive behavior.
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Participants felt a need for more experience in initial practice to
assist school psychologists in developing the skills of both
administration and interpretation.

Participants felt that diagnosis and the consultation associated with
diagnosis constitute a major portion of the role. At the same
time, they felt that this role is downgraded and de-emphasized
by university training programs. They strongly asserted the
importance of and their identification with the diagnostic-con-
spltation role as worthy of the school psychologist and the
image that should be appropriately projected.

Participants felt that their initial training had been very weak in
the skills of intervention which can be appropriately applied
to the school setting with a child who is in need of therapy.

Participants indicated that for the most part they had to develop,
through on the job practice, skills in consultation techniques
for effective work with parents as well as with school personnel.

Participants expressed their need for continuing training beyond
their university courses in order to gain both the depth and
the breadth that they needed as they matured in their profes-
sion.

Workshop members felt that in a setting where a variety of minority
groups are-living and working together they, as psychologists,
need more specific skills in the use and interpretation of
tests that relate to the cultural elements present. This
implies sophistication in differential diagnosis with respect
to which cultural elements in intellectual, emotional, and per-
sonality are functioning.

The same unstructured questionnaire that the workshop participants
had responded to had also been distributed at a previous date to the staff
psychologists in the department of the two leaders. When the findings
were tabulated and compared there were no important differences between
the trends in the data of the staff people versus those of the workshop
participants. The staff psychologists did not indicate that training in
the diagnostic work was their primary shortcoming in their professional
pre-service training. However, those felt lacks in initial training that
they did indicate showed a picture similar to that of the workshop par-
ticipants. First of all, staff psychologists indicated a felt lack of
initial adequacy in differential diagnosis among children with suspected
exceptional education needs, and secondly, they felt great lack in their
initial training relative to conducting personality evaluations involving
the use of projective measures.

A portion Of the session was given to discussion of diagnostic tech-
niques other than those related to standardized instruments. Examples of
these techniques included behavioral observation schedules, clinical
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interview techniques, and creative approaches to identifying talent or
potential for superior ability that do not appear on standardized tests,
particularly for minority groups.

Consultation

First of all, workshop participants saw consultation as a very
important part of their role, whether or not it is associated with the
formal diagnostic process, culminating in an interpretation and counsel-
ing of school staff-and parents about the findings2 or related to other
functions not connected with formal diagnosis. A major lack expressed
by both workshop participants and the staff of the school psychology
department associated with workshop leaders was the awareness of a serious
lack in training for skills in dealing with parents and school personnel.
Most workshop participants expressed strong feelings of need to perceive
consultation as an integral part of the diagnostic process and also as a
first step in the process of intervention with children and with others
associated with children's learning and behavioral problems. Consulta-
tion was not seen by the participants as the primary means of interven-
tion but as one step in the process of child study.

A second aspect of consultation that was discussed dealt with the
use of the school psychologist's expertise in discussing and solving gen-
eral problems of concern to the school. A number of these general situa-
tions were developed; for example:

1. The discussion revolved around the nature of consultation with
school staff when students enter school from some kind of special
program in the community outside of the school setting. What arq
the skillsthe psychologist needs in order to work with the staff
to enable the staff to pick these students up and build upon the
skills and the strengths they have developed in the non-school
setting?

2. A discussion was held around the consultation skills the school
psychologist needs in working with a community of parents who are
angry over what it views as the "shortcomings" of the school with
regard to educating their children and who are demanding major
changes within the schools. First of all, how does the psycholo-
,gist get himself/herself included in the consultation process?
Second, what skills does the psychologist need in order to be
effective in this situation?

3. Discussion revolved around the consUltation process with school
staffs in the identification of minority children with potential
for superior achievement. What is it, for example, that the
school psychologist needs to do and say with staff persons to
get them to perceive these students as having.the required level
of ability, actual or potential? Hoy does the school psycholo-
gist work in giving these instructors support in a day-to-day
situation? What does the school psychologist do jointly with
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curriculum specialists in support of the day-to-day efforts of
these instructors in the classroom with the identified superior
ability ninority type child?

4. Discussion related to the consultation role played by a psycholo-
gist when invited as a member of a study team or task force that
is addressing critical problems within the school system. For
example, studies of system problems, truancy, bilingual or bicul-
tural problems, problems of school organization at different lev-
els, problems of violence in schools, and the like.

5. One aspect of consultation that was dealt with was that of con-
sultation as the delivery of psychological services in areas of
disaster or at times of disaster. Several illustrations were
given under this general heading. One was that of a tornado
having leveled a community; the school was destroyed, families
apparently became split and disorganized. The psychological
impact of this loss was horrendous. Some of the parents felt
great shame that they had not been able to re-achieve what they
lost in the tornado rather soon after it was over. The same kind
of situation was described and discussed with regard to children
who experienced earthquakes in California, children with members
of their families being iniolved in a major train wreck that
occurred in Chicago, children in large cities where their neigh-
borhoods are being destroyed as urban renewal is ongoing, chil-
dren in large cities that undergo rioting with burning and looting
of neighborhoods, children who experience the sudden and unexpec-
ted loss of a major leader with assassination or sudden death from
some other cause, children who experience major floods as in New
Orleans. As each of these situations was developed in turn the
details were dealt with, hut generally it_was thought that there
are two aspects to the consultation, the first being consultation
for the immediate psychological reaction to the disaster, and the
second being consultation for the aftermath or the delayed psy-
chological reaction to the disaster. The aftermath or the delayed
reaction was seen as involving rage, terror, aggression, fear,
anxiety, depending on the individual and his own circumstances.
At this point psychological consultation probably begins to give
way to therapy.

Therapeutic Intervention

The single skills area of practice regarding which staff psycholo-
gists had the greatest felt lacks in the face of day-to-day service
deMands was that of therapy. Large numbers of these psychologists
expressed inadequate.or no training in any form of therapy - individual
and group therapy with children, individual and group therapy with adoles-
cents, play therapy, counseling and therapy with ptrents and school staff,
human relations training, and affective education.

1 0
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With regard to therapy, workshop participants felt that it was indeed
a most important area of service for school psychologists. Workshop par-
ticipants indicated that they are expected to, and that they do, provide
therapeutic intervention with students that takes the form of direct ser-
vices or guiding others who work directly with the stitdents. However, in
their reepective work setting these psychologists indicated that there
was relatively little formal demand upon them for therapy services, as
therapy is usually conceptualized. They perceived, nevertheless, greater
actual need for therapy among those students they served diagnostically.
Some indicated that they, seeing these needs among their pupil clients,
had gone ahead and in some instances were providing therapy services.
Same suggested that they were providing counseling services which were
probably indtstinguishable from therapy.

Generally, workshop participants expressed lAle view that pressure
for diagnostic services was so great that other services tended to be
crowded out.

A number of special projects in the schools requiring therapeutic
intervention or expected intervention in the respective work settings of
the participants were examined. For example, one participant was engaged
in establishing within her system a school or center for emotionally dis-
turbed students that presumably would require direct therapeutic inter-
vention. An interdisciplinary conflict resolution team also was described,
the purpose of which team was that of bringing parents together and of
working with them as a means of resolving or preventing serious conflicts.
Consideration was given to an early remedial approach to the disruptive
behavior of children.

An auxiliary concern of workshop participants related to intervention
with children in the schools was identified. This was the perceived effort
of clinical personnel from mental health clinics to move into the schools
as professional workers. It was suggested that this effortis directly
proportional to the threat being experienced by these workers in the com-
munity in terms of lost fUnding to the clinics and new legislation increas-
ing the ,responsibility and funding for the schools. Questions were raised
regarding the competency of these clinicians to practice as school psychol-
ogists, especially in handling problems of learning disabilities and other
school related problems.

The workshop leaders presented-eamework and rationale for therapy
in the schools. It was posited that therapy adapted to the school set-
ting is appropriate and necessary for a total program of assistance to
teachers and children in achieving the school goals. In was posited that
therapy in the schools is not the same as therapy in a community clinic
or a private practitioner's office. It was posited that the school set-
ting affords the potential of a 5-day week exposure of the psychologist
or those who assist him in reachinc the child and also in utilizing the
child's milieu as a useful tool in the therapeutic process.

1 1
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The workshop leaders described a framework for therapy in the school
setting as comprising three major classes: individual, group, and facil-
itative. These three, together, can be described as encompassing a disci-
pline for schools called psychoeducational therapy. Individual therapy
with the child or youth follows the established relationship of therapist
to student along the lines of treatment wbich are appropriate to the pre-
senting problem and the variables unique to the school setting.

Group psychoeducational therapy is designed to fit the needs of var-
ious problem groups of children to deal with problems that are interfer-
ing with good school performance. Groups are formed on the premise that
group interaction can lend support to the solution of the problems which
the children are having. Such group interventions may be of a talking or
verbal type, or they may involve play or other self-expressive activities.
The objective in all cases includes the expressioa of the problem, the
insights developed, the understanding created, and the solutions that grow
out of the total experience.

Facilitative therapy is defined as any of those activities in which
the school psychologist, or another person - - a non-professional or a
paraprofessional aide - - acting as the instrument of the psychologist,
works to develop skills, abilities, appropriate affect etc., in the pupil
client as the goals of therapk. Facilitative therapy involves such activ-
ities as supportive, friendly relationships with children, in the context
of which children are trained in specific cognitive skills, affective
skills, and sensory-motor skills needed for academic learning.

The concept of providing therapeutic service to children in the
school setting is dependent upon the capacity of the school psychologist
to accept and to relate deeply across socio-economic class, ethnic, and
racial lines. The treatment population is unselected and calls for
resourcefulness in terms of personal skills in dealing with the variables
of socio-economic class, ethnic, and racial conditions. To achieve this,
two approaches are considered fundamental:

1. A therapy rationale that will provide the basis upon which the
psychologist sets the therapy for the child or children with whom
he is working. This is discussed in some detail later in this
chapter.

2. An approach or mental set toward therapy that includes the charac-
teristics of self-awareness, including awareness of one's own per-
sonal bias; sensitivity that extends across socio-economic class,
ethnic group, and race; appreciation of individual characteristics
that are typical of or that transcend socio-economic class, ethnic
group, and race; and, lastly, a personal commitment to relate
across what often appear as barriers created by differences in
socio-economic class, ethnic group, and race.

1 2
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The psychoeducational therapy program offered by the department
administered by the workshop leaders was cited in detail as a specific
example of what can be accomplished. Features of the program that were
discussed are described briefly below.

1. Characteristics of sychoeducational therapy were set forth in
the following terms:

a. Initial diagnosis, with hypotheses that flow from the diagno-
sis, which suggests the treatment method of choice.

(1) Individual therapy

(2) Group therapy

(3) Facilitative therapy. Facilitative therapy is defined as
assistance given the child or small groups of children in
developing cognitive, sensorianotor, of affective skills
under the supervision of the psychologist, and conducted,
within a supportive relationship, by aides, teachers,
peers, or others.

o"

b. Determination of goals and objectives which must relate to_
learning and behavior of the individual as pupil or student-

c. Setting and adhering to limits that are school appropriate.

d. Managing the process and techniques of therapy consistently
with an explicitly stated.therapy rationale, including
in-process shifts when* needed.

e. Termination of therapy as joint decision of psychologist and
school personnel who work with the child.

f. Evaluative reporting of progress and/or results.

2. Specific objectives for the therapy with each student. A tech-
nique was dismissed for determining integrated therapy objectives
from the objectives the student has for himself/herself, the objec7
tives the teacher has for the student, and the objectives that the
psychologist might have for the child.

3. Rationale for psychoeducational therapy. Sample therapy rationales
were examined. These are written by each psychologist offering
psyehoeducational therapy. Each rationale comprises three sections:
first, a philosophic statement is provided setting forth the per-
sonal beliefs of the psychologist regarding haw he/she sees the
individual as developing, functioning, and deviating to the point
of needing help, how he/she sees the individual as shifting back
to more adaptive functioning, and how he/she values the indivi-
dual; second, a list of therapy techniques employed by the

1 3
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psYchologist and that are consistent with his/her beliefs as set
forth.in the first section is given; and third, a verbatim
exchange (verbal and/or-non-verbal) is included as illustrative
of the actual therapy conducted by the psychologist.

h. Inventory of therapeutic practice. Sample inventories were exam-
ined. These were mn/" ,rms with a half-page or more
blocked out under Lx statements of the characteris-
tics of psychoec icy as cited under #1 above. " ,dr

each heading st s in the program describe t'
therapy practice _4, . These completed inventories a d

by psychologists in the therapy program to assist supervisors and
themselves in evaluating the extent to which they are operating
consistently with essential characteristics of the psychoeduca-
tional therapy program.

5. Therapy seminar. Bi-weekly seminars are held to deal with the
theory, techniques, problems, and personal distress of.conducting
psychoeducational therapy in schools. These seminar sessions
last for a morning of three-and-one-half hours each. They serve
as training sessions, as group supervisory sessions, as catalytic
agents for fragmented knowledge of therapy geared from readings
and other sources, as a platform for presenting a case illustrated
position for feedback, as emotional support, and so forth.

6. Therapy consultation. The functions of consultation with psychi-
atrists and psychologists from outside the department pnd, there-
fore, from outside the school system were discussed. These include
the need for expertise in a particular school or aspect of therapy,
a constructively critical voice as stimulation, medical input,
backup with suicidal therapy cases, etc.

The history of consultation in this particular psychoeducational
therapy was developed along the following lines at the inception
of the program. Psychiatrists were employed regularly as consul-
tants. Subsequently, clinical psychologists from outside the
school system were employed regularly as consultants. Most recently
staff psychologists have served as consultants for each other, espe-
cially through therapy seminar sessions; there is consensus that
this type of consultation has proved to be most helpful since staff
members have familiarity with the schools as an institution.

7. Sup ort for Thera : Para rofessional Aides and Ps chometric
Assistants. Psychometric assistants are employed, under the guid-
ance of school psychologists, for diagnostic studies to help in
servicing the large demand for diagnostic testing and to free the
psychologists to initiate or to continue with psychoeducational
therapy. Paid and volunteer paraprofessional aides, who work under
the supervision of school psychologists, are used to assist with
some aspects of the therapy, especially facilitative therapy.
Aides significantly increase the number of children for whom the
psychologist can provide therapeutic intervention.

14



8. Facilities for psychoedlcationnl therapy. Facilities for psycho-
educational therapy were described.not only as the therapy room
but also the classroom, itself. Problems of the availability of
quarters reserved for the exclusive use of psychologists were
examined.

Specific need on the part of one workshop participant, and desir-
ability on the part of other participants, was expressed for
facilities to exist within the snhool system for therapeutic
treatment of the more sellduros xbed students, therefore pro-
viding treatment within the natur day-to-day educational con-
text. One administrator was '.he planning stage for such a
facility, while similar facilities were indicated as already func-
tioning in a couple of the other systems represented by the work-
shop participants.

The need for a transition class or facility was expressed. This
facility would serve students returning to the school setting
from a hospital or residential milieu.

The psychologist/s services as a therapist are also available to school
personnel upon direct request of those needing the therapy.

An adjunct to therapy in the schools is the role that the psychologist
plays in the'areas of inservice with school staff involving direct instruc-
tion, group work, nssistance in clnssroom management and providing for pro-
grams of group dynamics in human relations in the school setting.

Finally, the work of the psychologist must be convincing and must sell
the value of time spent in intervention to follow through from diagnosis.
Such intervention must be perceived by the teacher as enhancing not only the
child/s learning but her own effectiveness and therefore the close working
relationship between the psychologist and the teacher is of great signifi-
cance in creating trust, respect, and the building up of the service that
he/she is trained to supply.

AdministrLtion, Supervision, and Relationships

The staff psychologists, in their responses to the questionnaire,
understandably enough, did not indicate needed skills or capabilities in
administration, supervision, and relationships. Their responsibilities
do not lie in these areas. Similarly, the majority of workshop partici-
pants initially did not identify needed capabilities in these areas; as
we stated earlier in this report, most participants turned out to be
staff school psychologists instead of administrators and supervisors as
had originally been planned.

During the workshop, participants discussed a number of capabilities
that they thought administrators and supervisors of school psychological
services might need. These included the following:
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1. Thoughts were expressed to the effect that administrators of school
psychological services probably should have the capability of
selecting and hiring only those school psyohologists who are psy-
chologically healthy and, contrariwise, the capability and deter-
mination to weed out others. School psychology administrators, it
was thought, might be able to keep out of the profession those who
would be guilty of overt or subtle white racism or black bias.

2. Ideas and strong feelings were revealed with regard to adminis-
trators of school psychological services having the capability
of facilitating the professional development of staff school psy-
chologists our different ways of facilitating such professional
developm 'liscussed.

a. It w, hat the administrator should free the motivated
school ps/chologist to provide those services for which there
is a need and which he/she is capable of providing. To achieve
this, the administrator would have to "let the psychologist be
himself or herself."

b. It was stated that the administrator should work at assisting
the unmotivated staff psychologist to become motivated for
fUll-range services to students. It was suggested that one
means of achieving such motivation would be through inservice
offerings that could develop'self-awareness and consequently
motivation.

c. The administrator was seen as needing to underStand and support
all that the psychologist has to do, and as making every effort
to help his administrative superiors understand and support the
work of the psychologist For example, this understanding and
support may be most explicitly needed as the psychologist per-
ceives a new need for services in the schools and moves to ini-
tiate delivery of same.

d. Providing recognition for the psychologist for his/her efforts
at full-range psychological services was thought to be very
important, and it was the administrator who was viewed as pro-
viding this recognition.

Training in the skills of administration and supervision in school
psychology do not appear in the ordinary sequence of beginning or advanced
school psychology training programs. The institute leaders presented and
discussed those skills perceived by them as crucial to successful admin-
istration of psychological services in large urban areas. Some of the
skills are gained by experience; some could be gained in graduate courses;
some are developed personality skills that are assets to this kind of
responsibility.

The workshop leaders shared with the participants their rationale for
successful administration-of a psychological services program in a large
urban school system. The areas discussed covereds
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role development and career ladder of positions in school psychology
recruitment techniques
supervision skills
continuing staff development
interdepartment relations
community relations
professional relations*

Career ladder of lob opportunities. The career ladder concept pro-
vides both flexibility and opportunity to utilize psychological personnel
at various levels of training. In the department headed by the workshop
leaders, the range begins with student volunteer and proceeds through the
practicum to a 1os of paid positions, nq follows:

_de (Paraprofessional)
roychometric Assistant
Trainee,School Psychologist
Associate School Psychologist
School Psychologist
Supervisor, School Psychology
Coordinator of School Psychology
Director, Department of School Psychology

Job descriptions in the above school psychologist series were pre-
sented and are attached as Appendix I.

Recruitment Techniques. The recruitment Process calls for skills in
identifYing and selecting personnel who will pest meet the needs of large
urban schools. The workshop leaders discust curces of school psycholo-
gists. Some emphasis was placed upon the tr4, _ng of-future school psy-
chologist staff members within the departmen- f psychological services
of the'school system as a means of insuring tm availability of new staff
appromodately trained for-the large urban set&lg. In the school system
of t=s, workshop leaders, this influence is e2w. -ised through the traininE
prac7inum and through recently created intern: .ps.

Recruitment criteria were discussed by the workshop leaders. These
criteria included: a) commitment to the urban setting, including inten-
tion to remain in urban practice, based upon expressed arceptance of the
peoples represented there and their varied conditions; b) self examination
as to probable professional and personal actions and reactions to multi-
tudinous variables in the large urban setting; and, c) qualities expected
in school psychologists generally, e.g., good basic training, ability to
deal with the authority elements in interperszmal and in professional
reietrlanships, and imagination and flexibility in reliably discharging
7rofeszclonal responsibilities.

* Am=-..Lcditional area not discussed was that of legal aspects of school
my-mtblogy practice. With more time, this could have been included
In-t:le workshop.
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The recruitment process in large urban areas is greatly assisted
through interview techniques that bring out the personal and professional
qualities that are desirable, and that reveal when these are absent. The
workshop leaders described a clinical technique of posing hypothetical
situations for the interviewee to deal with. They also described a type
of stress interview. For administrators recruitment also requires.skill
in managing the often complex procedures prescribed by the school admin-
istration and the legal steps involved in the appointment process of the
School Board, itself.

aorvision skills. Supervision calls for superior clinical skills
as a base for assisting new personnel and for consulting with experienced
personnel. Additionally, the good supervisor in a large urban staff must
be exceptionally well organized to handle a more-than-average work load;
must be able to analyze problem situations involving personnel, profes-
sional relationships, facilities, and the Iike; and must be able to
interpret such situations to facilitate solutions. It is the supervisor's
responsibility to orient new staff to both procedures and adaptation of
professional skills to the urban scene. The supervisor is the key person
in evaluating and guiding staff into specific competencies. A more
detailed list of specific Skills mill be found in Chapter 3.

Continuing staff development. A special area calling for expertise
in urban sasool inaCta-ologyprantice is the facilitation of continuous
professione:. .7romeaLiOr staffmembers. While there are usuallY oPportuni-
ties in urban areas for continuing graduate work, it is the admInistrator's
duty to plan:::J.,4d7prtrimide for adaptation, refinement, new skill development
in diagnostit tPrhrf,-ques, consultation techniques,-therapy skills, group
dynamics, antiting of information from research. Major resources
inClude use :OE---7nid consultants for staff institutes, use of available
resources frau .10,,A1 or nearby universities, attendance at and report fran
conventions. InepIicted workshops, and resources within the staff, itself.
An example ctInmar the±staff may be used as a resource would be reports
from staff aftmattees that research the literature or study problems of
special intelmest:suca as new techniques in diagnosis, problems of drug
abuse, sexiE,t4, zararer development, and the like. The appropriate utili-
zation of,scresomrces to improve staff functioning is a critical skill
for the adminstrator.

InterdepAztulamt relations. A large urban school district depends on
teamwork anomilrsciplines, services, and progmam areas. The skill of
the professivrail sctool psychologist administrstor in participating in
the planning and implementation of cooperative efforts to serve schools
and children ta -very important. It calls for zroad perspectives at the
sane time au -ars for ability to relate broad concepts to the spe-
cifics of childmao's learning and to curriculum and instruction. The
administrator saould be well versed in these areas and be available as a
resource when sidlanns to system or local school problems are sought.
She/he must be ,capra61e of design:lng programs and services to meet chang-
ing needs. The administrator needs Skill in interpreting staff and
program needs, :in projecting needs for staff, budgets and facilities, and
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for representing psychology to groups within the school system. In addi-
tion, the administrator is responsible for designing and reporting to tap
administration to demonstrate accountability and productivity on a monthly
and/or annual reporting basis, end to defend, if need be, current and pro-
pnsed operations. The school psychology administrator must likewise be
skilled in interpreting and protecting the psychologist's role among vari-
ous disciplines offering services.to the child, and particularly in the
differential diagnostic roles now encountered in multidisciplinary team-
work.

Community relations. With respect to the urban community, the admin-
istrator needs to know and be known among both professional and community
groups; P.T.A., public and privatesocial agencies, psychological organi-
zations, and the like. The administrator is likely to be called on for
appearances in the media to interpret school services or current situations
from the viewpoint of the profession. She/he must be able to interpret
mental health needs as related to schools.

Professional relations. Relations between the school district and
the professional community call for ability to make and maintain contacts
with universities of the area, particularly in school psychology. Rap-
port between these provides a two-way advantage: to trainers in being
able to reflect urban netvids in modifying their educational offerings and
to the school district ia turning out better qualified personnel. Such
mutually beneficial relationships will also aid in providing advanced
continuing education that is relevant to the evolving needs of urban prac-
titioners. The administrator represents urban needs to state officials
in the state office of education as a basis for planning; she/he fUrnishes
required reports and must be involved in the evaluation of standards for
practice. Professionally, the school psychology administrator should be
active and provide leadership in local, state, and national organizations
in psychology and in the specialty of school psychology.
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Chapter 3
4

IDENTIFIED CAPABILITIES REQUIRED OP SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS
AND AMINISTRATGRS OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

The Practice of School Psychology:
Psychoeducational Diagnostic Capabilities

Needed by School Psychologists

1. Psychologists who know and understand minority cultures, who have
experience within these cultures, who accept these cultures, and who
therefore can diagnose minority group children, employing innovative
techniques as needed.

a. Who can distinguish those with exceptional education AJL om
those with regular class-needs.

b. Who can identify children fram central city with superior ability.

2. Psychologists who are able to manage a large volume of diagnostic
referrals because they reaognize the need for this fUnction and are
skined in the apolication of a wide variety of diagnostic tools to
accomplish the task.

a. Whose mastery extends beyond Wechsler, Binet, WRAT, and Bender.

b. Whose mastery includes the clinical interview; tests for very young
children (other than Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intel-
ligence) such as the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities; major
performance saales suah as Leiter International Performance Scale,
Grace Arthur-Faint Scale of Performance, and Hiskey-Nebraska Test
of Learning Artitude; adaptive behavior scales; etc.

3. Psychologists who have the ability to conduct full diagnostic studies
through the employment of clinical methods rather than having to depend
solely upon "testing with psychometric measures."

a. Psychologists who, as craibrated instruments, are their own best
instruments.

b. Psychologists with the ability and habit of integrating data from
a variety of sources in reaching a diagnostic hypotheses.

c. See #6 below.

4. Psychologists who can diagnose for a great multiplicity cf special pro-
grams against explicit criteria but who will go beyond these to serve
students.

a_ Who diagnose and identify needs that call for programs not currently
offered in the system.
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b. Who can and will recommend needed programs.

5. Psychologists who are sufficiently trained and certified as school psy-
chologists, but who are also npproprietely licensed for private practice
so thet their findings and recommendations are respected by community
agencies that demand a single standard of practice.

a. Whose credentials can eliminate the practice by agencies or subject-
ing children who are referred out to them to a second battery of
tests.

b. Whose credentials help to main't,4in uhe equalitd of psychological
specialists.

6. Psychologists who relate to and interact with other members of the
interdisciplinary team-::consistently out of the frame-of-reference of
the msychologist as agmosed to that of the educational diagnostician,
etc., but who recognZze interdisciplinary overlap.

a_ Psychologists whm Insist upon fUlfilling the defined professional
role without avoidable encroachment of other team members, who will
not be intimidated.

b. Psychologists wha, as needed, are able to make use of the findings
of other team members.

c. Psychologists whm: are capable of conducting comprehensive psycho-
diagnostic evalaatinns as differentiated from social and educa-
tional diagnoses.

7. Psychologists who will :maintain the integrity of the relationship
between their diagnostim findings and conclusions even in the face of
demands from school admanistrators, parents, or others for certain
variant results.

a. Psychologists with the ability to relate to, and communicate with,
consumers and gate-keepers.

b. Psychologists with the ability to limit compromise within the bounds
of professional ethics.

The Practice of School Psychology:
Psychoeducational Consultation Capabilities

Needed by Staff Psychologists

L. Psychologists who have an interest and basic training in consultation
on system problems.

a. Psychnlogists who knnw and understand the structure and functions
of scrhools.
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b. Psychologists who want to be consultants on system'problems.

c. Psychologists who have learned some techniques for consultation on
system problems that can be utilized after thrT have established
themselves and have begun to be called upor 3chool pneJ
help with system problems.

2. Psychologists who can conduu p-_-eventive classroom consultation.

3. Psychologists who can conduct diagnoses of, and consult on, crisis sit-
uations.

4. Psychologists who know hcw to do case ccnsultation as the development
of the teacher's own ability to help the: child rather than making rec-
commendations without foilow-up support_

The Practice of School Psychology:
Psychoeducational Therapeutic Intervention Capabilities

Needed by Staff Psychologists

1. Psychologists who have training experiences broad enough to prepare them
for the wide variance or heterogeneity of problems to be found among
urban children.

a. Psychologists with clinical experiences.

b. Psychologists with broad field experiences.

2. Knowledge and understanding of basic theory of therapy and psychoeduca-
tional therapeutic intervention and therapeutic practice.

a. Theories of therapy

o. Techniques of therapy

(1) Talking therapies

(2) Play therapies

(3) Behavioral therapies

(4) Individual, group, fnmily

(5) Therapy with different minorities

c. Experiences of applying techniques.

'AV

3. Pe2sonal set to relate pens-anal:1.y and deeply across social class and
ethnic/racial lires in ord a7.7. to work with an uncelected treatment popu-
lation in terms social =a_iss and ethnic/racial variables.
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a. Set

(1)
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(including awe,: of personal binses).

(2) Sensitivities across class, ethnic group, and race.

(3) Appreciations across clnss, ethnic group, and race.

(4) Personal desire and commitment to relate personally and deeply
across class, ethnic group, and race.

b. Therapy rationale will suggest the personal set and provide P basis
for guiding the psychologist.

4. Ability to adapt therapeutic practice to the school setting directly
and facilitatively (unselected population, etc. as above).

a. Management of certain school variables that a.e'e influential upon
the nature of thernpeutic practices.

b. Acceptance of a set of criteria ,Thr thera eutic practice in the
schools.

5. Ability to use paraprofessional staff creatively and productively as
extensions of the psychologistls expertise.

a. Ps chometric assistants providing diagnosis under the supervision
of the psychologist in order to free the latter for increase& thera-
peutic intervention.

b. Junior-colle e level aides rovidin ortive relations as well
as training in affective, cognitive, and sensory-motor skills for
student clients under the supervision of the psychologist.

c. The psychologist will need the following skills in order to make
appropriate use of psychological assistants and aides.

(1) Maintenance of superordinate/subordinate relationship in general.

(2) Techniques for giving instructions and for monitoring.

(3) Techniques for -Laking test data from others and see its meaning.

(4) Maintenance nf lines of communication for supervisory purposes.

(5) Techniques of consulting with assistants.

6. Ability to identify and provide needed inservice traininE for school
staffs in such areas as classroom maaagement, instructiaa, and dynamics
of human relations in the school settang.
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a. Dynamics of human relations.

b. Workshops in classroom instruction, e.g. 'Using Psychological Find-
ings in the Classroom", "Racism in Education".

7. Ability to relate to community and professional resources in order to
use these resources as ancillary support for both individual case con-
sultation and inservice training of school staffs.

a. Referral of cases to outside resources where there is need for.types
of services unavailable in the schools.

b. Pulling into the schools outside resources to augment manpower within
school services for certPin inservice offerings, e.g., human rela-
tions training.

8. Ability to sell the concept and program of intervention within the sys-tem.

a. Education of school staffs with respect to the need for, and the
appropriateness of, intervention by the school psychologist within
the school system. (The pltce of psychological intervention in the
larger frame of "educating the child" and "increasing the effective-
ness of teachers")

b. Education of school staffs regarding the particular program proposed
to implement the concept, including the nature of direct services
and the nature of indirect services.

9. Ability to demonstrate and gain acceptance for, and cooperation with,
the detailed procedures of the intervention program.

a. Communication with both administrators and teachers as essential to
the maintenance of acceptance and cooperation.

b. Communication as essential toward helping establish the legitimacy
of the student taking time from academics for therapeutic interven-
tion, etc.

Administration, Supervision, and
Relationships Capabilities Needed
by Administrators and Supervisors

1. Ability to recruit staff with the following criteria to meet big city
needs.

a. Positive attitudes toward heterogenous social/economic/ethnic groups.

b. Adaptability. Openness to one's own biases.

c. Motivation for working in urban area.
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d. Stability of goal. Readiness to stay.

e. Quality of training.

f. Ability to manage the threat element.

g. Ability to manage authority elements in interpersonal and profes-
sional relations.

h. Resourcefulness in relating findings in practical manner to reality
situations.

i. Ability to tolerate and ma/Inge the complex technical details of a
large staff in a large system.

2.. Ability to develop and promote staff growth

a. Orientation know-how.

b. Continuous staff inservice.

3. Multi-faceted skills and abilities in supervision

a. Skill in professional consultation and guidance of others.

b. Ability to inspire confidence and respect.'

c. Ability to inspire personal growth in others.

d. Ability to manage technical details in perspective to major role.

Ability to evaluate competence broadly in relation to scope of psy-
chologist's role. (Has implications for level of supervisor's
training.)

f. Ability to guide toward competence; evaluation as the end product.

g. Demonstrated breadth nnd depth of knowledge in field.

h. Practical experience in the work to be supervised.

i. Ability as a troubleshooter.

j. Ability to interpret program and procedure.

k. Ability to accept, and work through, the formal procedures of due
process.

Skills in interdepartment relations

a. Skill in interpreting program of psychological services.
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b. Skill in working with and communicating with staff, from a psycho-
logical point of view, from many different departments:
instructional, business, personnel, budget, administration, housing,
public relations, research planning.

c. Skill in representing and protecting the role and functions of the
profession vis-a-vis other professions and the roles within the edu-
cational organization, especially with multidisciplinary service
teams.

5. Skills in community relations

a. Knowing the community and being
and cooperating in planning for

b. Informing the community of what
available within the schools.

6. Skills in professional relations

known and available to participate
services to help school children.

the schools need and of what is

a. At the University Level: Being known by university staffs and
advising on program in psychology and education.

b. At the State Department Level: Ability to manage the required pro-
cedures reporting, often designed for use by smaller systems. Abil-
ity to make the voice of the big city heard in the development and
implementation of program, training, certification, service, and
evaluation standards.

c. At the Professional Organization Level: Active participation in the
general psychological community of the area and in professional organ-
izations related to school psychology and to professional psychology
in general.

7. Skills in planning

a. Ability, foresight, and creativity in developing program.

b. Ability to assess, and pinn for, staff needs in terms of professional
growth and development.

c. Ability to translate progran and staff needs into budgetary statements.

8. Skills in assessment of the extent to which program achieves established
goals

a. Assessment of the on-going performance of each individual staff member.

b. Assessment of the on-going work of the total staff in the various
aspects of the over-all program.
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Chapter 4

RECOMMENDATIONS

Workshop participants agreed upon a number of recommendations, the
Ultimate end of which were to bring university training in line with ser-
vice needs in the schools of large urban districts. Five recommendations
were made to the Executive Committee of the Division of School Psychology,
with the request that they be pursued in association with school psychol-
ogy trainers.

The five recommendations address to Division 16's Executive Committee
were as follows:

Recommendation lilt

Review and improve criteria for selecting individuals for acceptance
into school psychology training programs.

Recommendation #2:

Encourage trainers to carefully screen students into school psychol-
ogy training programs and to provide them with opportunities for personal
development experiences.

Recommendation #3:

Encourage trainers to expose students in their programs to experiences
designed to maximize their sensitivities to other cultures.

Recommendation #4:

Encourage trainers to give careful consideration to standardization
of diagnostic skills training programs.

Recommendation #5:

Encourage continuing education for school psychologists on the job
through opportunities at local universities and/or programs that are
written into the budgets of school psychological services departments in
the school districts.

This last recommendation was viewed as enabling the various school
districts to develop in their respective staffs those skills especialiY
needed for successfUl practice in their respective districts. Continuing
education would include, therefore, such areas as training in psychoedu-
cational therapy intervention, neuropsychological evaluation, advanced
studies in differential diagnosis, psychotherapy, diagnostic interviewing,
and supervisory or administrative techniques and procedures in-psychologi-
cal services.
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Recommendation #6:

A sixth recommendation was addressed to the Corresponding Committee
on Administrative Problems of Psychological Services in Large Urban School
Districts. This was as follows:

The Corresponding Committee, itself, is urged to increase communica-
tion with school district administrators. The purpose of such communica-
tion should be to develop better understanding of the potential contribu-
tions of school psychology to the child and to the school program.

Postscript: At its meeting in Washington, D.C. in January 1976, the
EXecutive Committee of Division 16 approved in principle the five recommen-
dationB made to them. They are to be forwarded to the chair of the Educa-
tion and Training Committee and to the chair of the Trainers Association
for consideration and action.

MBATHJ/ap
3-2-76
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APPENDIX I

MILWAUKEE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Division of Curriculum and Instruction
Department of Psychological Services

Division of Personnel

Career Ladder
for Professional Staff in

School Psychology

The provision of an orderly mnd well defined career ladder which pro-
vides for various levels of appointnent and advancement of psychologist
personnel on the basis of attained recognized standards of competency
appears desirable in that it would provide incentives for professional
development and retention. Such a program Should have the following as
its salient features.

1. The establishment of position authority for all non-supervisory
staff ositions at the hi:hest level which can be attained solel on the
basis of
that of supervisor at whichioersons who had fully met academic, experience,
and satisfactory performance standards would be paid. Persons employed
who had not fully met these qualifications woul underfill such positions
at lower levels in the career ladder. This would be advantageous to the
department since it would allow for greater felxibility in assignment and
ability to advance personnel, and it would be advantageous to the employee
since it would assure an avenue of promotion upon the attainment of the
academic, experience, and performLnce standards without the necessity to
await a position vacancy at the higher level.

erformanc and self -im rovement - the level immediatel below

2. Provision not o for advancement of ersonnel within the ser-
vice from one level to another dependingLupon the attainment of established
standards but -sual rovision for recruitment of ualified ersonnel fram
outside the service at all levels. This would assure that the department
would be able to appoint well qualified and fully qualified people when
these presented themselves as available, and also assure continued aug-
menting of the professional staff with personnel with ideas and approaches
of a varied nature based on a variety of work and training experiences.
At the same time, such a policy of lateral entry would not impair the
opportunities for advancement of present staff personnel since each would
be underfilling a position authorized at the full level, and have his own
individual avenue along which to advance.

3. Establishment of standards for each level of advancement and
recruitment clearly defined and understood, and based upon academic train-.
ing and experience re uirements. For this purpose the Certification Stan-
dards for School Psychologists as established by the Wisconsin Department
of Public Instruction would constitute the basic academic and experience
requirements for the various psychologist levels.

4. Pramotion from one level to another in the series must be
governed not.o b the individual meetin established academic and

-25-
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expeziunce requirement, biid also must be_gcrwrned by the department's
wil---1-m-aess to advance the individual on the basis of 4ob erformance-
The crtment MUS7 retain_ its right to eve:La-ate and make determinations
of and at the same time it must-retain its right to act ocrn
the paao.s of such determinations, in this caa--, to promote or withhoL:1
.9.-.1=ri. In no sense shpuld advanc-ment

.-:111z1 a program be comic--
ere-: "a---tcmatic," baned c1e on the attairmen Tpresc-±'Ied acadpr-c
or Ice aualif

-ovision of a slc-7.7-2-.= Inrel to --tenin aole members can
promotion. Posf -.,=ms at tnis level w1a be fi,11=d as position

occur. Normal raz=onent would be f--(Yea the staff but could be
ou- _de the ser7ice in aoceptional cases.

_ccordance with th above, it is propo",-- that there be four lev-
els af sychologist estahled in the Departm of:Psychological Ser-
vices, ivision of Curricuom and Instruction, sip-zee Psychnlogist, Asso-
ciate i 7-chologist, School_Psychologist, and Sunervisor, School Psychology.
The rol s assumed by each of these and the qualification requirements are
detailec below.

Sudervisor, School Psychology

The duties of this position are to supervise, under the direction of the
coordinator, a portion of the staff of school psychologists and trainees,
or a group of school psychologists assigned to a special program such as
the Title I, ESEA project of intensive psychological services. The posi-
tion of Supervisor is in the administrative-supervisory structure of the
department. The emphasis is on orientation of new staff and day-to-day
supervision of assigned staff to insure quality and efficiency of service.
Scheduling, monitoring, evaluating, and facilitating of service is the
mnin duty, achieved through structuring and counseling with the staff,
and regular contacts with school personnel. Additionally, the supervisor
is involved in department planning, recruitment, in-service staff develop-
ment, budgeting, and research, as requested by the Director of the Depart-
ment.

Qualifications:

Doctorate preferred; equivalence as defined for School Psychologists
acceptable.

Certification as School Psychologist, Level II by State of Wisconsin.*
Experience as a school psychologist; three years' minimum preferred.

A broad background in psychology is essential, and particularly
experience in practical applications to a variety of school lev-
els and settings.

*Holders of #55 license would also be considered qualified for Super-
visor level.
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Line of ristectr-----

f,can 3dit.:tpLia_71--:sychologist
-407,-31.:nrition for experienced. iuLy qualified e..t.L.±..11ants.

S±hool ".7.7

Etis an experienced, fully q1ified psychologist with
qualificat.7.11-4.rjr...7:-..--7alent to Level II state c:ertification, who Lan be
assigned to calling for the exercise of inderwndent judge-
ment. A t in this ciess would requzire little direct_.:supervi-
sion but !.:pected to cznsult with his supervisor on (3-7-T9 cult
and/or cas--zs. The assignment may be one that calls for
more than--garTF--,-...,epiertise in a special phase of psychological work, or
it may be flexibility and__..zonsiderable knowletage andskill in range of therapeutic as well as diagnosttc nd con-

A psycholc Ls group would also be sapected to work with practi-
cura studem _aeEes, or interns when assigned, and would assist in
working wi: r Lisr, rf. Such duties would be assigned by the supervisory
or administ :ff. All position authority for the professional
staff would ge ----_.=:Plished at this level with personnel holding lesser
qualificati Associate and Trainee Psychologist underfilling the
positions ur qualified as a School Psychologist.

Minimum ='p-7-7rIons:

DoctoriL E.7.-ee or 60 graduate credits including all course work
for Level I certification by State of Wisconsin.

Certif---Ica. as School Psychologist, Level II by State of Wisconsin.*
At leas-t =le year of paid experience as a psychologist in an edu-

c.-7-_--L=Pia1 setting.

*Holders of License would also be considered qualified far SchoolPs1± level. In addition, persons who are experienc ed
and fltf=7--trsined, -as indicated above, but who temporarily lack
elig,--Thy for Level II Certification because of a minor aca-
dere such as might arise in cases of personnel
fror -her states, may be aopointed at this level while they
hold a provisional, non-renewable license from the state to cor-
rect this deficiency.

Line of promotion:

from ALe School Psychologist
Trarpe-- School Psychologist

Fz-rtry 1evi szponintment in this title would be reserved for exper-
ienced, highly qualified applicants.
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Assmciate 3chool Paycholoist

Thim psychologist would be minimally qualified. lack cff eaperience
wouLd limit the scope of his activities. InitiaL.5.- 'e woulz 'oe assigned
to ,,m'emeral school service and he would work uncle- se superrdsion. As
he ±emonstrates both competence end educational ficatic-_-_m for top
levea certification, he could be recommended fer--1-:- Dtion i7.--ZO the level
of School Psychologi_st.

Minimlum Qualificatl.oms:

Master's degree plus 212 credit hours graduate ning :.'ncluding all
course work required for, T!evel I Certifi-:.-a- An by Etate of Wis-
consin.

Certification PS School Psychologist, Level -State of Wisconsin.
Experience as a trainee or psychometric preferred.

Some psycho/ogled and/or educational e=--, reptred.

Line of Promotion:

Appointment at entry level or from Trainee Se=11,_ Psycloploist to
School Psychologist.

Trainee Pszchologist

This title refers to duties assigned to graduate students in school psy-
chology who are nearing completion of the required training for :lertifi-
cation as a school psychologist, Level I or II, in Wisconsin. The duties
would include all those performed by a certified psychologist, hut they
would be assigned, supervised, and reviewed by an experienced psycholo-
gist. A trainee would not be assigned responsibility for a groun of
schools or a prograni but would work as an assistant to a field psycholo-
gist.

This assignment would be equivalent of an internship. It would terminate
et the end of one year with the completion of certification requirements
and possible promotion to the position of Associate School Psychologist
or School Psychologist.

Minimum Qunlifications:

MPster's degree or its equivalent including all cour3e wo)rk required
for Provisional Certification by State of WisKo.onsin.

Certification es Provisional School Psychologist ate of Wiscon-
sin.

Graduate training to within one year of certificat2= ns 'School Psy-
chologist, Level I or II.

Line of Promotion:

Entry level position.
Promotion to Associate School Psychologist or School 1--1-Myclogist
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The possibility of
_ assigmne:_,of Psychomet-

= .q.ssi::-,tant has be,m c- idere- uill receive cont-_. :review. Su-Al
terson would be a techt..-dan, to perforn

percention, perso: -:ity, -hievememt tes'7s. --aduate degree
nrt be required bul -ome t,e training wou:d -sirable. Psy-r -2netnr AssistPrts woul work z tne guidance cf e crified psyohol-c tst 1,:ith duties linited psyt-rmms-ric testing and r:epmt- ing. Such an

would mot fall 'anthin tme mareer ladder zon;_zert, _utlined above
utl_ess the person chase t,D clualif7 htmself for higher ler?.1 tromotion.

this time estmblishnent cf st---tha an assignment on a full-time basis
im not contemplated- If, hc-wever this should be done in the fUture, the
amsignment would be consiziel-ed eq=1 Ln level to the Trsinee Psychologist
wmthuu:t, of course, the one-year Internship characteristic.
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SCHOOL DMECTORS

mjy WI.SCONSIN

iiOi DESCEIPTION

School Psycinist

RE 11t 2: School Psychc=crir-st Supervisor or
Coordinator, 2f-_--kological Services

Psychometric,:ssr.L:stants; ,lides (Volunteers and Paid)

BEE:: 41.1m=01K: Conduct dtostic evaTuations of children with learning
or behavioral- rcblems which interfere with their satisfac-

tcr- ...--4.1ent in school; by utilizing psycho-educational therany,
in and group sesznons, children who present symptoms of under-
lyir and persona:1= difficulties; counsel students arld,for teach-
ers ar afer appropriate to s--)ecialized skills or programs; consult
on ,,Ind rgn treatment prut-rnms :copropriate to the educational setting.

MARI DUTIES
AMD RE5==LITIES:

I. Fsrychodiegnosis.

A. Comduct individual ps7chologica1 studies of children; evaluate
ahlity, psychomotor, achievement, and personality functioning:
ncming strengths and -weaknesses in ability to learn; using objec-
tive and projective nsythological instruments and classroom obser-
vntion; diffmrentiat=ng between situational and internalized,
1:1.,ween Intellectual_ and emotional, between organic and functional
amuses af problems, and between mild and severe cases; for the pur-
pmse of iclagnosing -the problems of children with learning or behav-
ioral dE2Ticulties and recommending appropriate measures to assist
the chiLli, his tfa=her, and his marents.

B. Guide tt.lte work i 7s3TChometric aSsistants asatgned to assist the
-osychol44st tn =kLvidual evaluations, lititing the assignments
given t=sucill-nmrscar.al to that 'which fall.wilahin their particular
range- ar,momne-7en,z7, in order to eNpedite the evmluative process.

anterprst tm r.e pnrents, school personnel and other pro-
fessiorTal tthetirldtvriiial diagnostic evaluation with respect to
learning difrn=altirm-andbehavioral problems, ::1:m.d strengths and
veaRnessels 2n -2.earning7ability of the child, far the purpose of
.deffiningreeldatic emmactations and practical cmurses of action
:nar instruntInn and.trnatment.

:Suggest 7M,C1 recommemi:ahildren far placement into special programs,
basing rinh uctionsmlindications for the need of the particular
assistance offered by the program as evidenced by the child/spsy-
chologimal evalualtion, for the purpose of enabling the child to
adjust tm school, himself, and others, and to progress at an opti-
mum-rate consistent with his abilities.

-30-
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Psychceducationa7 Ther-.7-7

A. Discuss with the cm-ild- the parents, schaml personnel, and other
professionals, the_ -ilia=ostic findings wi.nh respect to the child's
behavior problems s..:_adjor learning difficU:ties for the purpose of
enlisting their cooper-I:ion in neychoeducational therapy to be
provided by the pr---thogist.

B. Canduct jndjvicLliaL. gr=7;, or facilitative therapy, for children
whose diagnose: proble5Twould benefi: from 110-re1fication of the
causes and/or navtlem ors Pstag judgmemt amd discretion in
ouch activitie- based urmn the tiarmosis of tme underlying learn-
ing and/or peona1i-cToifficULties evident im the evaluationq
for the purpose of proviJing treatuent which mai enable the
child to adjunt tc sahnal, himself, and othenn, and -CAD progress
at an optimum rste cmnsistent with ±is abilirzes.

,. Train and guide paraprofessional aides and volunteers in perform-
,

ing assigned dutierimmolving specific tasks of data gathering,
sensori-motor and cagrative skTlIs building, and/or supportive
relationships ith imentified children for the purpose of imple-
menting the psyahost's recommemdations arr' extending his
expertise as a the....wst to Thenmaximum.

D. Serve as counseling7sychologist in assigned schools to teachers,
staff personnel, and-parents to inprOve the mental health aneedn-
cational environment for ail students and to improve 7ohe image of
the schools io. the community.

III. Consultt3,791

F-rovz.de infor-an ft:nd consultation to vanious school pers.:mom:1
pn matters pe-aing to behavior and -osycnologa, limiming uTh
activity to s tc problems.called to at7ention, for the inur-
pose of assi-- I:LE:personnel in their ander=ane4ng of szudent
problems.

B. Suest Ez...-ur:_ramunandaretiords by wIl:ch arms:nay be giv.,-m tm
the2at.nket, Ie.;brr..alu_ which may be more samceosfully used y
-ftelNuer, ad essi,,Lauce from curriculun ma other speciall-TrR
that m oe cf helm ir-sol-zing the student's i=oblem, basing ,,,,ama

recammencqztions on particullar problems of s-mdents and the
af diagnartic evslTiptions, in order that clFnroan and instruc-
tional situatinns may be of positive value t. student.

C. Describe and interpret to school perronnel, parents, and Tthet.
varimus programs available in the Milwaukee PLIZic Schmalz imr
the-murpose of relating individual children'.s. needs tn the uttr,-
grar-offerings available.

D. Arterx:- psychiatric and interdisrtplinary staffinze which imvnlve
ar.-crtt clients for tne pprpose of providir,- intpxpretations based
opun :tiagnostic evaIr-tians ,,lnd other p ertiit information can-
nerni::-:: the child.
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E. Confer with parents and/or community agencies relative to psycho-
logical studies and/or counseLingwrith individual children for the
purpose of enlisting cooperatiom it: diagnostic znd/cr therapeutic
programs, and facilitcting ref=rals.

IV. Follow -un

A. Follow-up and promote imp1ement2on a2 recommendations to class-
room teachers and school adminLztrators with respect to individual
children's needs for the purpo s.e. cf determining effectiveness and
providing additinnal psychologir---- service es needed.

B. Follow-up and Promote imnlementatton of recommemdations on chil-
dren referred to specific program::: and services for the purpose
of ascertaining that program and i.neatment are being fulfilled.

V. Inservice Trainina

A. Conduct inservire nourses, seminann, and workshops to acquaint
teachers and otner .school personnel with sour cc.--,hological prin-
ciples of chi elcoment ant enu=stion, tc heln them recognize
psychological brol,ms rn chilCrr, to heIn then Metter utilize
psychological szliiz-es, and to 11,-alm them z-ti2ize trtadern learning
theories in teacmi ng. and mangennt sf chnd

VI. Human Relations

A. Lead and consult ori- rniatt.rr activitLee. ii programs within
the sonodas .for :z,urrose of EscY.r.ovi:ng intazitt_Jbnal relations
among 71nd between :1=.t.f menners. _students, rzzents.

B. Provide leadershir !z.-_-sining for -:76Jachere ana --taat2r school person-
nel in the te=hnirnd T.777rsncea= interperInorand intergroup
human relations Th -the pur=se develatin ini,4rna1 staff
leaders.

C. Plan and consult an anman relatItonFprograms suid to the needs
in indisvidual schools for the pnrpcse of solving.ritical problems
negatizely affecting': the edurat±moaprocess in -.:nose- schools.

VII. Professional Develaprat

A. Keep abreast oof zmw _InveLopm-ntr In the fielc by -eading journals
and other proriona: attending r-ofessional society
meetings, sprrrins, and the ike. nd di-Rnuss..:Jaa-problems of mutual
interest with ottern in the fl,Ic :_f_n order tc meintain effective-
ness.

B. Participate taff inservire tr=ning program:__ --,c) gain additional

techniques that will be helpfll in improving job rerformance.
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VIII. Miscellaneous

A. Participate in school-related activities such as faculty meetings,
P.T.A. organizations, inservice activities, and informal consulta-
tion on general school problems; basing such participation on general
aim of improving and molding the school environment as fully as pos-
sible toward positive ends, particularly as related to therapeutic
needs of student clients.

B. Attend inter-departmental committee meetings as required in order
to maintain awareness of school's and the system's affairs and to
provide input on psychological matters as appropriate.

C. Attend regularly scheduled staff meetings of the department for the
purpose of receiving information about sysidem and department policies
and procedures, and maintaining consistent standards of service.

D. Perform other related duties as assigned.

VALIFICATIONS:

Doct-oral degree or 60 graduate credits including all course work required
for Level I certification by State of Wisconsin.

Cer-AficPtion as School Psychologist, Level II by State of Wisconsin.*

At Least one year of paid experience as a psychologist in an educational
set7ing.

*Holders of #55 License would also be considered qualified for School Psy-
chologist level. In addition, persons who are experienced and fully trained,
as indicated above, but who temporarily lack eligibility for Level II Certi-
fication because of a minor academic deficiency, such as might arise in
cases of personnel from other states, may be appointed at this level while
they hold a provisional, non-renewable license from the state to correct
this deficiency.
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BOARD OF SCHOOL DIRECTORS

MlIWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

POSITION DESCRIPTION

TITLE: Associate School Psychologist

REPORTS TO: School Psychologist Sunervisor
Coordinator, Psychological Services

SUPERVISES: Psychometric Assistants; Aides (Volunteers and Paid)

BASIC FUNCTION: Conduct diagnostic evaluations of children with learning
difficulties or behavioral problems which interfere with their satisfactory
adjustment in school; treat, by utilizing psycho-educational therapy, in
individual and group sessions, children who present symptoms of underlying
learning and personality difficulties; counsel students and/or teachers or
refer appropriate cases to specialized skills or programs; consult on and
design treatment programs appropriate to the educational setting.

MAJOR DUTIES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

I. Psychodiagnosis

A. Conduct individual psychological studies of children; evaluate
ability, psychomotor, achievement, and personality fUnctioning:
noting strengths and weaknesses in abi/ity to learn; using objec-
tive and projective psychological instruments and classroom obser-
vation under continuing supervision and regular counsel; differ-
entiating between situational and internalized, between intellec-
tual and emotional, between organic and functional causes of prob-
lems, and between mild and severe cases; for the purpose of diag-
nosing the problems of children with learning or behavioral diffi-
culties and recommending appropriate measures to assist the child,
his teacher, and his parents.

B. Guide the work of psychometric assistants assigned to assist the
psychologist in individual evaluations, limiting the assignments
given to such personnel to that which fall within their particular
range of competency, in order to expedite the evaluative process.

C. Interpret to the child, parents, school personnel and other pro-
fessionals the individual diagnostic evaluation with respect to
learning difficulties and behavioral problems, and strengths and
weaknesses in learning ability of the child, for the purpose of
defining realistic expectations and practical courses of action
for instruction and treatment.

D. Suggest and recommend children for placement into special programs,
basing such actions on indications for the need of the particular
assistance offered by the program as evidenced by the child's

-34-
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psychological evaluation, for the purpose of enabling the child to
adjust to school, himself, rnd others, and to progress at an opti-
mum rate consistent with his abilities.

II. Psychoeducational Therazy

A. Discuss with the child, the parents, school personnel, and other
professionals, the diagnostic findings with respect to the child's
behavior problems and/or lenrning difficulties for the purpose of
enlisting their cooperation in psychoeducational therapy to be
provided by the psychologist.

B. Conduct individual, group, or facilitative therapy, for children
whose diagnosed problem would benefit from modification of the
causes and/or problem behaviors, performing such work under intense
supervision and consultation, using judgment and discretion in such
activities based upon the diagnosis of the underlying learning and/
or personality difficulties evident in the evaluation, for the pur-
pose of providing treatment wiAch will enable the child to adjust
to school, himself, and others, and to progress at an optimum rate
consistent with his abilities.

C. Train and guide paraprofessional aides and volunteers in performing
assigned duties involving specific tasks of data gathering, sensori-
motor and cognitive skills building, and/or supportive relation-
ships with identified children for the purpose of implementing the
psychologist's recommendations and extending his expertise as a
therapist to the maximum.

III. Consultation

A. Provide information and consultation to various school personnel
on matters pertaining to behavior and psychology, limiting such
activity to specific problems called to attention, for the pur-
pose of assisting personnel in their understanding of student
problems.

B. Suggest and recommend me-%hods by which assistance may be given
to the student, techniques which may be more successfully used by
the teacher, and assistance from curriculum and other specialists
that may be of help in solving the student's problem, basing such
recommendations on particular problems of students and the results
of diagnostic evaluations, in order that classroom and instruc-
tional situations may be of positive value to student.

C. Describe and interpret to school personnel, parents, and others
various programs available in the Milwaukee Public Schools for the
purpose of relating individual children's needs to the program
offerings available.

D. Attend psychiatric and interdisciplinary staffings which involve
student clients for the purpose of providing interpretations based
upon diagnostic evaluations and other pertinent information con-
cerning the child. 4
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E. Confer with parents and/or community agencies relative to psycho-
logical studies and/or counseling with individual children for
the purpose of enlisting cooperation in diagnostic end/or there-
peutic programs, and facilitrting referrals.

IV. Follow-up

A. Follow-up and promote implementation of recommendations to class-
room teachers end school administrators with respect to individual
children's needs for the purpose of determining effectiveness and
providing additional psychological service as needed.

B. Follow-up and promote implementation of recommendations on chil-
dren referred to specific programs end services for the purpose of
ascertaining that program and treatment are being fulfilled.

V. Inservice Trainin

A. Conduct, under initial supervision and monitoring, inservice
courses, seminars, and workshops to acquaint teachers and other
school personnel with sound psychological principles of child
development and education, to help them recognize psychological
problems in children, to help them better utilize psychological
services, and to help them utilize modern learning theories in
teaching and management of child behavior.

VI. Human Relations

A. Lead and consult on human relations activities and programs, under
close supervision and regular counsel, within the schools for the
purpose of improving interpersonal relations among and between
staff members, students, and parents.

B. Provide, under ongoing supervision and regular counsel) leadership
training for teachers and other school personnel in the techniques
and process of interpersonal and intergroup human relations for
the purpose of developing internal staff leaders.

VII. Professional Development

A. Keep abreast of new developments in the field by reading journals
and other professional publications, attending professional society
meetings, seminars, and the like, and discussing problems of mutual
interest with others in the field in order to maintain effective-
ness.

B. Participate in staff inservice training programs to gain additional
techniques that will be helpful in improving job performance.

VIII. Miscellaneous

A. Participate in school-relnted activities such as faculty meetings,
P.T.A. organizations, inservice activities, and informal
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consultation on general school problems; basing such participa-
tion on general aim of improving and molding the school environ-
ment as fully as possible toward positive ends, particularly as
related to therapeutic needs of student clients.

B. Attend inter-departmental committee meetings as required in order
to maintain awareness of school's and the system's affairs and to
provide input on psychological matters as appropriate.

C. Attend regularly scheduled staff meetings of the department for
the purpose of receiving information about system and department
policies and procedures, and maintain consistent standards of
service.

D. Perform other related duties as assigned.

QUALIFICATIONS:

Master's degree plus 42 credit hours graduate training including all course
work required for Level I Certification by State of Wisconsin.

Certification as School Psychologist, Level I by State of Wisconsin.

Experience as a trainee or psychometric assistant preferred. Some psycho-
logical and/or educational experience required.
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TITLE:

BOARD OF SCHOOL DIRECTORS

MILWAUKEE-WISCONSIN

POSITION DESCRIPTION

Trainee School Psychologist

REPORTS TO: School Psychologist Supervisor
Coordinator, Psychological Services

SUPERVISES:

BASIC FUNCTION: Evaluates, as directed and under close supervision of a
certified school psychologist or school psychologist supervisor, the mental
ability, personality, and educational functioning of children with learning
and behavior problems; provides, as assigned and under continuing supervi-
sion, follow -up services to children and school personnel.

MAJOR DUTIES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

I. Psychodiagnosis

A. Administers and scores individual intelligence and achievement
tests selected by or with the consultation of a certified school
psychologist.

B. Administers tests of personality, perceptual-motor development,
and others as may be specified by the psychologist or the school
psychologist supervisor.

C. Discusses test findings and interpretations with the psychologist,
reporting unusual circumstances or evidences of deviance in response.

D. Writes reports of findings and keeps required records.

E. Interprets the findings of diagnostic studies, as planned with the
supervising school psychologist, to school personnel, parents, and
others.

F. Recommends children for placement, subject to discussion with the
responsible school psychologist, into special pragrams when they
are identified on the basis of psychological evaulation as being
in need of assistance which is provided by such programs; for
referral to outside agencies; and/or for assistance by the teacher,
an aide, or other helping personnel.

Psychoeducational Theragy

A. Conducts, under intensive supervision and consultation with a cer-
tified school psychologist or school psychologist supervisor,

-38-
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individual, group, or facilitative therapy for children whose diag-
nosed problem suggests that they would benefit from such treatment.

III. Consultation

A. Attends, when requested by the responsible school psychologist,
psychiatric and interdisciplinary staffings when assigned students
are involved.

IV. Follow-up

A. Performs, when assigned by the responsible school psychologist,
such follow-up duties as checking on recammendations, placements,
and the like.

V. Professional Development

A. Participates in in-service training programs to gain additional
techniques that will be helpful in improving job performnnces.

B. Keeps abreast of diagnostic techniques relevant to his future role
as a school psychologist and participates in appropriate profes-
sional societies.

VI. Miscellaneous

A. Attends regularly scheduled staff meetings and other committee
meetings as needed.

B. Performs other related duties as assigned.

QUALIFICATIONS:

Master's degree or its equivalent, to include all course work required for
certification by the State Department of Public Instruction as a Provisional
School Psychologist.

Graduate training to within one year of certification by the State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction as School Psychologist, Level I or II.

Experience as a teacher, paid aide, or counselor desirable.
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pOARD OF SCHOOL DIRECTORS

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

POSITION DESCRIPTION

TITLE: Psychometric Assistant

REPORTS TO: School Psychologist
Associate School Psychologist

SUPERVISES:

BASIC FUNCTION: A psychometric assistant performs, usuallY on a part-timebasis, the psychodiagnostic
procedures described in the Trainee Psycholo-gist job description. The psychometric assistant works as a technicianunder the guidance of a certified school psychologist with duties limitedto psychometric testing and reporting. Such an assignment would be compar-able to the Trainee School Psychologist in level of diagnostic skills

required but would not require the same range of functions, nor qualify asan internship experience in the career ladder sequence.

MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIDS
AND DUTIES

I. Pszchodiagnosis

A. Administers and scores individual intelligence and achievementtests.

B. Administers tests of personality, perceptual-motor development,and others as may be specified by the psychologist.

C. Discusses test findings and interpretations with the psychologist,
reporting unusual circumstances or evidences of deviance in response.

D. Writes reports of findings and keeps required records.

E. Performs such other related duties as may be assigned.

QUALIFICATIONS:

Graduate training beyond the Bachelor's degree in clinical or school psy-chology, including a practicum in psychodiagnosis and report writing.
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BOARD OF SCHOOL DIRECTORS

MILWAUKEE., WISCONSIN

POSITION DESCRIPTION

TITLE: Paraprofessional Aide

REPORTS TO: School Psychologist
Associate School Psychologist

SUPERVISES:

BASIC FUNCTION: Works individually or in small groups, using prescribedtraining materials and/or inter-personal relationships to improve children'sabilities to profit from their school experiendes.

MAJOR DUTIES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

I. Facilitative ThelmE

A. Train children, under supervision of a certified school psychologist,in development of specific learning skills and habits of perceptionand coordination according to. methods and procedures prescribed bythe psychologist, using assigned professional materials such as theFrostig, Peabody, KELP, Winter Haven, or materials prepared by orwith the psychologist.

B. Talk with, play, or use games and instructional tasks under thesupervision of a certified school psychologist, to provide assis-tance and support to assigned pupils in promoting positive atti-tudes toward school work and.completion of assigned tasks.

C. Record behavioral data from school records or direct observation
in the classroom, under close supervision by a certified school
'psychologist, utilizing specific procedures for controlled observa-tion according to instructions from the school.psychologist.

II. Miscellaneous

A. Make telephone calls, transmit messages, assemble materials, makeappointments, and perform related routine duties to fres the psy-chologist for his professional duties.

B. Care for young children while parents are conferring or participat-ing in discussions with the school psychologist.

C. Perform such other related duties as may be assigned.
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QUALIFICATIONS:

Two years of college training.

Personality characteristics suited to working in a one-to-one or small
group relationship with school children.

Some experience in a service-related position with duties involving inter-
personal relationships desirable.

MB/JHJ/ap
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